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...instead of being sources of fear, loathing, and denial, could it
be possible to think of illness, death, and grief as lifelong
companions bearing gifts ... even celebrated skills?
and see grey hair, sagging muscles,
and wrinkled skin, rather than being
disappointed, let us look deeply
into our eyes and smile. Let’s see
someone that has not only survived,
but thrived through millions of
precious moments—each of which
is a seed of wisdom that can be
shared generously, yet humbly with
the generations that follow, so they
too may cultivate and grow into
similar good fortune.

Making Friends WITH
Aging, Illness, Grief, and Death
BY KAREN REPPEN

Consider this: instead of being
sources of fear, loathing, and denial,
could it be possible to think of
illness, death, and grief as lifelong
companions bearing gifts that could
be developed into well-respected,
even celebrated skills? After all,
aren’t these conditions essential
parts of being alive?
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Aging: Wisdom Maker
In our culture, youth and its qualities,
like vitality, beauty, competence,
and strength, are considered ideal.
Most people go to extraordinary
lengths to maintain them for as long
as possible. We perceive aging as
an enemy, believing that it reduces
us and makes us invisible or even

a burden. If we’re granted a long
life (another ideal), we may find
ourselves wrestling between being
grateful and hateful for what we’ve
become. But those are certainly
not our only options. Might this be
a time to stop struggling and make
way for the wise elder to appear?
When we stand before the mirror

Illness/Infirmity: Village Makers
Let’s face it, being sick or injured
can be the source of great suffering.
Depending on cause and severity,
these conditions can create no end
of negative responses, including
alienation from friends, neighbors,
co-workers, and the greater world
around us. But unless one is under
mandatory quarantine to protect the
public health, such unwellness could
instead be a great opportunity to
bring us together as a supportive,
generous, and caring community that
nourishes expressions of love and
concern for one another. We don’t
have to let professionals provide
all of the remedies. Sometimes a
bowl of chicken soup, assistance
with household tasks and errands,
or some quiet companionship are
better healers than anything else.
Go visit; you will make a difference.
And when it happens to you, those
you helped may just return the favor.
Grief: Honor Maker
Nothing lasts (in its present form)
forever—ideas, jobs, relationships,
favorite items, even life itself. When
things end, it’s not unusual to feel a
deep sense of sorrow that can affect
us physically, emotionally, socially,
and spiritually. But too often, grief
is considered as something to hide
and keep private, and our goal

is to get over it and move on with
life quickly, as if nothing significant
happened. But what then is the
worth of those sources of deep
meaning and abiding love? Might it
be that grief’s purpose is to ensure
that we fully and actively remember
our need for connection and to
give us reason to actively mourn
and honor all that which has gone
before us?
Death: Meaning Maker
How people die has changed a
lot over time. Due to advances in
modern medicine, people today are
healthier and live longer than ever
before. There are new interventions
and treatments every day, tempting
us to believe that death may even be
optional. It is not. What is optional,
however, are the choices we make
and actions we take before we reach
the end of our lives. There’s a saying
that “death feeds life”—that without
death, life would have little meaning.
Many find that by keeping death in
mind as we live out our days helps
to give our life purpose and clarity,
providing us with incentives to do
things that are most important to us
and to be better prepared for our
dying time.

Karen Reppen is a death awareness
educator and end-of-life doula,
grief support specialist, hospice
advocate, celebrant, and writer.

SEASONS OF LIFE LLC

PO Box 620563, Middleton 53562
(608) 770-2730
liz@seasonsoflifemadison.com
seasonsoflifemadison.com
Seasons of Life. Dignity, Honor,
Kindness. That is our mission for
senior home care. Owned and
operated by a geriatric nurse of
22 years, bringing experience,
compassion, and integrity home
to seniors. Assistance with daily
living, including end of life “Death
Doula” care.

SSM HEALTH AT HOME
(800) 924-2273
ssmhealthathomewi.com

HOSPICE CARE
Provides pain relief, comfort, symptom
management, and supportive services
to individuals who usually have six
months or less to live. Typically, care
is provided by a team consisting of
a doctor, nurse, social worker, counselor, chaplain, home health aide, and
trained volunteers. The team works
together to focus on the dying person’s and their family’s physical, psychological, social, and spiritual needs.
This level of care can be provided in
one’s residence (collaborating with
the home health agencies/medical
care), at most hospitals (collaborating with your hospital team), at most
nursing homes, and at an inpatient
hospice facility.

AGRACE HOSPICE &
PALLIATIVE CARE

5395 E. Cheryl Pkwy., Madison 53711
(608) 276-4660
info@agrace.org
agrace.org
Agrace is a nonprofit hospice dedicated to providing expert physical,
emotional, and spiritual support to
patients and families dealing with
serious illness. We provide compreJOURNEYOFAGING.COM

